Abstract. In the present paper, we introduced an arc recognition technique suitable for irregular isothetic object. It is based on the digital inter-pixel (DIP) circle model, a pixel-based representation of the Kovalevsky's circle. The adaptation to irregular image structurations allows us to apply DIP models for circle recognition in noisy digital contours. More precisely, the noise detector from Kerautret and Lachaud (2009) provides a multi-scale representation of the input contour with boxes of various size. We convert them into an irregular isothetic object and, thanks to the DIP model, reduce the recognition of arcs of circles in this object to a simple problem of point separation.
Introduction
The recognition of circles from noisy image data has been widely studied since 60's, and was first introduced by Duda and Hart [7] . The Hough Transform is a powerful tool, robust to noise and to missing parts of an object. Nevertheless, computational and storage requirements of the algorithm are O(n 3 ) for circles, where n is the size of the treated contours. Heuristic techniques [17] or nondeterministic algorithms [12] are faster but do not guarantee the same accuracy.
Arcs and circles can also be recognized from extracted contours. P. Damaschke [5] presented a linear-time algorithm by showing that the problem of circle recognition is equivalent to solve a set of inequalities in dimension 3 [13] . Online algorithms with a O(n 4/3 ) time complexity are introduced in [3, 18] to segment a digital curve into arcs. All of these techniques are based on the reduction of the problem to a circle separation problem. However, this kind of approaches has the main drawback of not being suitable for noisy contours. In [14] , the authors proposed a novel approach, online and linear in time, based on a tangential space. The contour needs to be first polygonized. Thus, noisy contours can be handle by using blurred segments [6] rather than digital segment. In [15] , the method is improved with the used of a noise detector [8, 9] to adapt the width of each blurred segment to the data.
In the present paper, we introduce a new digital circle model (DIP -circle) easy to recognize throw circle separation. It extends to irregular isothetic objects and provides arc recognition in such objects. We thus propose a complete unsupervised scheme that aims at recognizing arcs of circle from noisy image data in O(n 4/3 ).
In Section 2, we introduce the definition of circle (DIP -circle) on which we based our work. In Section 3, we give same recalls about irregular isothetic grids and objects. We also present how DIP -circles extend to such grids and allow reduction of the arc recognition problem to a circle separation problem. In Section 4, we present the unsupervised arc recognition scheme and several experiments validating it and giving some clues about its accuracy.
Digital Inter-Pixel Circles

Basic Notions and Recalls
Let {e 1 , e 2 } denote the canonical basis of the Euclidean vector plane and o its origin. A point x is then defined by x = x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 . Let ⊕ be the Minkowski addition such that A ⊕ B = ∪ b∈B {a + b : a ∈ A}. It is also known as dilation. The pixel associated to an integer point x is the dilation P(x) = {x} ⊕ B ∞ (1/2) where B ∞ (1/2) is the ball of radius 1/2 based on the ∞ -norm, or, in other words, the square of side 1 centered at x. The interface between two pixels is their intersection. A digital object is a set of integer points or a set of pixels, depending of the context. Two integer points x and y are said to be 4-adjacent if x − y 1 = |x 1 − y 1 | + |x 2 − y 2 | = 1. Similarly, two integer points x and y are said to be 8-adjacent if x−y ∞ = max{|x 1 −y 1 |, |x 2 −y 2 |} = 1. By extension, two pixels are k-adjacent (k = 4 or k = 8) if their associated integer points are k-adjacent. We also called them k-neighbors.
A k-path is a sequence of integer points such that every two consecutive points, in the sequence, are k-adjacent. If each point appears only one time in the path and admits at most two k-neighbors in, then it is called a k-arc. A digital object E is k-connected if there exists a k-path in E between any two points of E. A maximum k-connected subset of E is called a k-connected component. Let us suppose that the complement of a digital object E, Z n \ E admits exactly two k-connected components F 1 and F 2 , or in other words that there exists no k-path joining integer points of F 1 and F 2 , then E is said to be k-separating in Z n .
A New Digital Circle Model
Let c c,r be the characteristic polynomial of a circle of center c ∈ R 2 and r ∈ R + . One has:
Definition 1 (Digital Inter-pixel Circle). Let c ∈ R 2 and r > √ 2/2. The digital inter-pixel circle ( DIP-circle for short), C DIP (c, r) is defined as follows:
Property 1 (Topology of a DIP -circle). A DIP -circle is a 4-connected and 8-separating set.
Let c ∈ R 2 and r ∈ R. Let D be the set of pixels with associated integer point in the disk of center c and radius r. The Kovalevsky's circle [11] of center c and radius r is then the set of vertices of the inter-pixel boundary of D (the interfaces of the pixels in D with pixels not in). The DIP -circle model is strongly related to this type of circles.
Property 2 (DIP -circle and Kovalevsky's circle). The Kovalevsky's circle of center c and radius r defines the same set of points as
Kovalevsky's circles and DIP -circles are identical up to a translation. Kovalesky's circles thus allow us to link DIP -circles with the inter-pixel boundary.
Circle recognition from inter-pixel boundary (vertices and edges) directly reduces to a circle separation problem: inner and outer points are easily obtained with boundary tracking. From DIP -circles -only the vertices of the inter-pixel boundary -the reduction to a circle separation problem is no more trivial. Sometimes DIP -circles contain pixels with more than two 4-neighbors and we lack information to track the boundary (one comes from one pixel to the current one and should now go to another, but there is two possibilities...). Thus, recognition process of DIP -circle can be only performed on 4-arcs. Fig. 1 . In a 4-arc, a DIP -circle may be recognized by resolving a separation problem between the extremities of each interface between two 4-adjacent pixels Property 3 (Characterization of 4-arcs of DIP -circles). Let p and q be two 4-adjacent integer point of C DIP (c, r) such that they form a 4-arc with their 4-neighbors in C DIP (c, r). Then, we have: -both P(p) and P(q) deprived of their interface intersect the circle C(c, r), -the circle C(c, r) intersects only in one point the interface between P(p) and P(q) deprived of its end points at a distance to c lower than r.
Property 3 allows to easily convert the recognition of arcs of DIP -circle into a circle separation problem: the parameters of the recognized DIP -circle are the same of those of a circle which separates the both extremities of each interface between two 4-adjacent pixels in a 4-arc, as in Figure 1 .
Digital Inter-Pixel Circles on I-grids
We first recall the I-grid (Irregular Isothetic grid) model [4, 19] :
I-grid G is a tiling of R with closed rectangular cells whose edges are parallel to the X and Y axes, and whose interiors have a pairwise empty intersection. The position of each cell R is given by its center point (x R , y R ) ∈ R 2 and its length along X and Y axes by (l
This model permits to generalize many irregular image representations such as quadtrees, kd-trees, run-length encodings, and the geometry of frames encoded with video coding standards like MPEG, H.264, etc.
We also define some topological objects on I-grids, thanks to the following definitions.
Definition 3 (ve−adjacency and e−adjacency). Let R 1 and R 2 be two cells. R 1 and R 2 are ve−adjacent (vertex and edge adjacent) if :
2 R 1 and R 2 are e−adjacent (edge adjacent) if we consider an exclusive "or" and strict inequalities in the above ve−adjacency definition. The letter k may be interpreted as e or ve in the following definitions.
An other important notion for our work is the concept of order on I-grids. In the following, we will consider the total order relations based on the cell borders. We denote the left, right, top and bottom borders of a cell R respectively R L , R R , R T and R B . The abscissa of R L , for example, is equal to x R − (l x R /2). In the following, we also denote by ≤ Definition 4 (Order relations on an I-grid). Let R 1 and R 2 be two cells of an I-grid G. We define the total order relations L and T , based on the cells borders:
A k-path from R to R is a sequence of cells (R i ) 1≤i≤n with R = R 1 and R = R n such that for any i, 2 ≤ i < n, R i is k-adjacent to R i−1 and R i+1 .
Definition 5 (k-arc
). Let A = (R i ) 1≤i≤n be a k-path from R 1 to R n . Then A is a k-arc iff each cell R i has exactly two k-adjacent cells in A except R 1 and R n which have only one k-adjacent cell in A. The cells R 1 and R n are called the extremities of A.
Fig. 2.
In an e-arc on I-grids, a DIP -circle may be recognized by resolving a separation problem between the extremities of each interface between two e-adjacent cells Our purpose is now to extend the DIP circle model we have previously presented to this kind of grids. The extension we use is natural.
Property 4 (Characterization of e-arcs of DIP -circles). Let R 1 and R 2 be two e-adjacent cells of C DIP (c, r) such that they form a e-arc with their e-neighbors in C DIP (c, r). Then, we have: -both R 1 and R 2 deprived of their interface intersect the circle C(c, r), -the circle C(c, r) intersects only in one point the interface between R 1 and R 1 deprived of its end points at a distance to c lower than r.
The reduction of the arc recognition problem in an I-grid to a circle separation problem follows the same principle as in a regular grid: the parameters of the recognized DIP -circle are the same of those of a circle which separates the both extremities of each interface between two e-adjacent cells of the initial e-arc, as in Figure 2 .
Application to Noisy Contour Reconstruction
In this section, we use the concepts previously introduced to build a global system of recognition of arcs of circles through digital contours. Currently, it applies only to convex objects (with more or less a center of symmetry). The limitation comes from the difficulties to deduce from any irregular isothetic object global k-arcs.
Method
The flowchart of our method is given in Figure 3 . Our arc reconstruction method is divided into three main steps: a multi-scale noise detection, a topological reconstruction of the resulting object and a translation into a circle separation problem. The noise detector developed by [8, 9] exploits the known asymptotic properties of maximal straight segments for flat parts, or smooth curved parts, of a digital contour. Asymptotic properties hold for finer and finer scale, but it appears that in practice, it fits also well for coarser and coarser scales. The contour is then subsampled at different scales and the asymptotic properties are tested. If they are not satisfied, the finer scales are removed and the properties tested again. Each contour point is then covered by a square cell, called meaningful box, whose size is the finest resolution determined by this scale detection. Finally, the higher the local amount of noise is, the bigger the meaningful box is. In Figure 4 , we present the result of this process on a sample noisy image, the set M of the meaningful boxes deduced from the contour of the black object.
(a) (b) Fig. 4 . We analyze the noise of a digital contour to get a multi-scale structure
As shown in Figure 4-b) , the meaningful boxes of M overlap and thus cannot be viewed as an irregular isothetic object directly (Definition 2). However each one contains a given number of pixels (at the initial resolution) so that the set of boxes covers a subset of the input image. This subset P, which is an irregular isothetic object, is transformed into four k-arcs (Definition 5). Instead of using a unique order relation over the complete object M, we use either L or T , depending on the position of the treated cells. More precisely, we use the following procedure (see also Figure 5 ): (1) We compute the barycenterp of the input digital object, based on the center of the pixels belonging to P. (2) We construct two straight lines 1 and 2 passing throughp, with slopes 1 and -1. These lines define four quadrants in the Euclidean plane. (3) We use the topological reconstruction algorithm from [19] with L order for pixels of P in quadrants 1 and 3 and T order for pixels of P in quadrants 2 and 4. The result is a set of four e-arcs, one in each quadrant defined by 1 and 2 . Cells on both side of the boundary between two quadrant can overlap. For clarity issues, overlapping cells are not drawn in Figure 5 . Then, we consider the interface (Euclidean segments shared) between two consecutive cells in the e-arcs over the quadrants 1 to 4, in the clockwise order. Finding circles inside the original noisy contour can now be considered as a problem of separation of the points defined as the extremities of these segments. To do so, we apply Algorithm 1 introduced by Roussillon et al. [18] . It is online and its time complexity is basically O(n S 2 ) (n S is the number of input segments), but may be optimized to O(n S 4/3 ) and even seems to be linear in practice.
Algorithm 1 first aims to recognize a set of straight lines P l (A j ) passing through the input intervals (also known as preimage), from line 3 to 7 (Figure 6-a) ). This recognition process is realized in an incremental way, by inserting segments in the arc A j . The end of this phase means that no straight line can pass through A j . Then, a fixed point p is selected from one of the extremities of the interval that fails the first step. The arc A j is updated so that it represents a circle passing through p and two support points of A j . These points belong to the partial upper and lower convex envelopes of the set of points to separate [18] . While intervals are added incrementally, the support points and the fixed point are updated to fit the circle at best to the input segments ( Figure 6-b) ). This second phase, from line 10 to 13 in Algorithm 1, finishes when no more circle belong to the set of circles passing through A j , denoted by P c (A j ). The arc A j is added to the set of recognized arcs A, lines 14 and 15, and a new arc may 
Experiments
Synthetic image Throughout Section 4.1, we illustrate the different steps of our method with the example of a circle with non uniform noise distribution. It is reconstructed as a single circle with parameters different from those of the circle used to generate the image (see the result in Figure 6-c) ). The circle separation problem our method solves has generally many solutions and Algorithm 1 chooses only one. We have checked that the original circle is also one of the solutions. Figure 7 , we consider a sun image of size n × n, with two different resolutions n = 512 and n = 1024. A contour of the sun is extracted by a simple thresholding. In both cases, our method succeeds in reconstructing only a single circle.
Sun image at different resolutions In
When we consider the highest resolution available for this picture (n = 2400), we obtain a decomposition of 33 arcs of circles. At this scale the small details of the digital contour are no more considered as noise and the algorithm is now able to detect arcs defined in finer resolution.
Non-circular shapes We have also tested our method on an image of road sign (of 520 × 340 pixels), where the contour is roughly elliptic. In this case again, (c) Fig. 6 . The first step of Algorithm 1 consists in recognizing a segment (a). When this phase stops, a first arc of circle is constructed, passing through a fixed point (indexed 3), and two support points (indexed 1 and 2). This process continues, and these three points are updated, leading to the update of the circle recognized (b). The process stops when all the input intervals are treated (c) we are able to extract arcs of circles close to the real contour, as illustrated in Figure 8 . 
Conclusion and Future Works
In the present paper, we have introduced a new circle model close to the Kovalevsky's one. Thanks to its links with the inter-pixel boundary, it is provided with interesting properties to be recognized through the resolution of a circle separation problem. Moreover, it extends nicely to irregular isothetic grids and objects. From a practical point of view, we have designed a simple arc recognition scheme. It involves recent results in the fields of digital geometry about noise detection, isothetic irregular objects and digital circles. Each step can be proceeded in linear time with respect to the length of the digital contour analyzed. Applications to synthetic images ensure that we are able to evaluate a promising method, whereas applications to real images show its concrete interest and efficiency. Nevertheless, deeper tests and comparisons with existing recognition schemes should be performed.
In future works, we plan to improve the decomposition of the irregular isothetic object into e-arcs. At this step, due to a naive decomposition, we can not process complex shapes, only convex ones with more or less a central symmetry. The decomposition in both arcs and segments of noisy contours is also a question we intend to address. Indeed, tools and approaches for both primitives are similar.
